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S...W QUARTERLY REPORT NO. 4

RESEARCH IN ELECTRICAL PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH AEROSOLS

ABSTRACT

Results of experiments on the charging of particles by
spraying them against solid surfaces are presented,
Large differences in charging characteristics were
exhibited by various liquids. No reasonably consist-
ent charging mechanism is presently available in the
literature. Work will continue toward a clarification
of the charging process. The effect of charge on the
vapor pressure of small particles was evaluated for
maximum charging levels. At maximum charge the elec-
trical forces on a droplet are equal and opposite to the
vurface tension forces and the vapor pressure over a
small drop is equal to that over a plane surface. This
reduction in vapor pressure is important only for small
drop Vc he deposition ot charged particles on small
grounded objects was considered. Two geometries were
analyzed to show that in spite of low average electric
fields there can be a considerable intensification of the
field around small grounded objects,, As a result charged
aerosols will he selectively deposited on these targets.
This was demonstrated experimentally,

I. INTRODUCTION

Durini, the period April 15 to July 15, 1961, we continued our study of

l,]ectrical phenomena associated with aerosols with particular atten-

tiou to drop eharging, the e-ffect of charge on the vapor pressure of

small prrci cc, the '"ate of chairge on ,3mnll volatile particles and

the deposition of electrified particles on grounded targets.

Arthur D., Little, Tnc.



II. DEPOSITION OF ELECTRIFIED AEROSOLPARTICLES

It can be shown both theoretically and experimentally that the properties

and behavior of aerosols can be considerably modified by electrification.

One of the most interesting effects that can be achieved by electrically

charging the aerosol particles is to decrease the rate of coalescence

and coagulation of the aerosol particles while at the same time increas-

ing their rate of deposition on objects, It appears that techniques

for releasing strongly electrified aerosol particles might be potentially

useful for increasing the deposition of aerosols on objects and personnel.

The effects of charging the aerosol particles arise directly as the re-

sult of electrical forces exerted between the particles and their sur-

roundings. If all of the aerosol particles are given a large charge

all of one sign, then a very strong repulsive force exists between the

particles that prevents them from colliding with each other,

Laboratory experiments show that aerosol particles can readily be given

surface charrges in excess of 10 electrons cm . It can bc shown thatS when two such drops in the size range of 10 microns approach each other

to within one radius the electrical force of repulsion will be several

factors of ten greater than the force of gravity. It is clear that be-

cause of these large electrical repulsive forces the aerosol particles

will rot be able to collide and to coalesce or agglomerate.

While the like electrical charge on the charged aerosol particles gives

risu to forces that prevent them from coagulating, at the same time it

gives rise to forces that can greatly increase the rate of doposrition

of the particles on surfaces or objects nearby. These forces arise as

the result of the aqual and opposite electrical c1harge that cau ulhaxagud

particle induces in surrounding objects. With the exception of some

clean, dry dielectric substances such as certain plastics the electrical

conductivity of most substances such as the earth, rocks, vegetation,

the human body and building materials is sufficiently high that an aero-

sol particle charged with one sign induces an image charge of equal and

opposite sign. As a result, when a single charged aerosol particle is

near such a surface, it experiences a strong attractive force. When it

-2- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



__ comes within a particle radius of such a surface, the attractive force

can be a hundred or a thousand times greater than the force of gravity.

Accordingly, under such conditions a charged aerosol particle instead

of falling downward may move upward and deposit on the under side of a

surface.

In addition to the short range image force that acts to precipitate

charged aerosol particles there is also a long range precipitation

force acting in the some direction.

In the general case in which we are dealing not merely with a single

chairged aerosol particle but a large mass of such particles each parti-

cle will be attracted to the surface not only becausp of its own induced

image charge but 'because of the image charges induced by all of the

other particles. It is clear that since this force depends on the action

of all of the particles it will depend strongly on the electrification,

concentration, and geometry of the aerosol cloud.

Wc can obtain some feel for how the magnitude of this precipitating
force depends on various factors by considering the problem mathematical-

ly for several different simple geometries.

If Q is the charge per aerosoJ. partHic.c, the electrJi.cal force acting on

each aerosol particle is simply the product of this charge and the clec-

tri,': field F or

f -FQ

The electric field and hence the force at Lhe surface which the particle

approaches is dependent on the size and geometry of the cloud.

Consider the simplest case, that of a hori~ontal layer of aero.9l particles of

concentration N per unit volume, and of thickness h over a surface,

From Poisson's relation the field at the surface is given by

F = 4lhnQ

Or in words the precipitating force is proportional to the depth, number

concentration, and the charge on tie aerosol cloud.

It should be recognized that in practice the maximum electric field

that can be maintained is limited by the onset of corona discharge from

-3- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



vegetation, structures or personnel. Over a forested area the maximum

field will be about 10 or 20 voLts cm while over an open field the
-1

gradient may be as high as 100 volts cm

Although the average field over the surface of the terrain is limited

to rather low values the field will be considerably intensified around

exposed objects and personnel and as a result the rate of aerosol deposi-

tion here may be far greater than elsewhere and e6nsequently the aerosol

will be selectively deposited.

One can make an estimate of the concentration of the field around an

object or man by considering the potential in space in which it exists.
-I

For example, in a field of 100 volts cmi a man's head is in a region

where the potential is about 20,000 V with respecE to ground. Because

of the relatively high conductivity of the body the man's head is at

ground potential and therefore a corresponding amount of charge has

passed from the ground up to his head. If we approximate the head as

a sphere of 10 cm radius, its capacity is about 10-I1 farads so the
-7induced charge on it is about 2 x 10 coulombs and the field at i•ts

surface is approximately 2000 volts nm . Accordingly, we see that

the field and hence the rate of aerosol deposition should be about 20

fold greater on the man's head than on the ground.

Another simple and instructive geometrical arrangement that one can

consider is the case in which the charged aerosol is on the inside of

a sphere. In this case it can be shown that the field on the inside

of the sphere arising from the aerosol is given by
4

Jý -Jr Q11

IA we integrate to find the potential at the center of the ýsphere we

find that the potential is given by

Z 2 ZX 2 OE -- 2 rQn

If an object electrically connected to the sphere and small relative to

the size of the sphere is placed at its center, the field is concentrated

in much the same way as in the previous example and the electrical deposi-

tion of particles on the object should be enhanced. In the case where

the object is a sphere of radius r' we can calculate that the field F1 at

-4- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



its surface is related to the field at the interior surface of the

large sphere by

1 Fr
2r'

Experimental verification of this concept was obtained by filling a

cubical chamber approximately 1 meter on an edge with a dioctylphtho-

late (DOP) cloud. A small grounded sphere 3 inches in diameter was

located in the center of the chamber. In some cases the aerosol cloud

was charged prior to its introduction into the chamber. Corona dis-

charge from fine wires or points was the charging mechanism. Both DC

charging and AC charging were used. In both cases, the amount of DOP

deposited on the small sphere per unit time for known DOP concentrations

was determined. Experiments were run in sets of 2 tests; one test with-

out charging the other test with charging.

Results are given in Table I. Note that considerably more DOP deposited

on the target when a charged cloud was used. This was tirne whether the

cloud was charged with AG or DC high voltage. When DC high voltage was

used a substantial fraction of the aerosol was lost in the duct work

leading iinto the chamber. Consequently, the concentration of DOP in

the chamber wJas about 1/10 that found when no charging was used. When

AC charging was used duct losses were much reduced. So that results could

be easily compared, amounts of: DOP collected were normalized to the

same DOP concentration and these normalized values are reported in

Table I.

The fact that depoosition was unhanced for both AC charging and DC charg-

ing is an interesting one. It has been mentioned earlier that two types

of furue8 affect Lhu dtjcpoitiuti, loikg-r,,ige precipitation forces and

short-range image forces. Since there is no net space charge in the

AC charged cloud, there is no long-range precipitating force and the

short-range image force must account for the increased deposition.

The charged clouds exhibited a "target-secking" capability and from 9 to

83 times as much aerosol deposited on the target relative to that deposited

by the uncharged cloud. The spread in the ratio is attributed to differ-

0
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ences in the level of charging and nonhomogenity in the clouds, However,

the increases in the amounts deposited are impressive and serve to sub-

stantiate the concept discussed above for increasing the deposition of

agents on objects and personnel.

-

-'6- Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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III- DROP CHARGIN0

When a liquid is sprayed from a nozzle the spray is very often found

to be electrically charged, When particles are impacted against a

target, the deflected particles are often found to be highly charged.

These effects are analagous to the common phenomenon known as Tribe-

electricity. In the latter the relative motion of two solids causes

charge separation. Relative motion between a liquid and a gas, a solid

and a gas, or a liquid and a solid can also cause charge separation

and produce a charged aerosol.

The charging of aerosols by their contact with a solid target is often

encountered, particularly when they are being pneumatically transported.

Some mechanisms to explain the charging have been sujgesLed but very

little ;-greemcnt among investigators is ocuc in the literature. Conse-

quently, a program has been initiated to evaluate the magnitude of the

contact charging and the influence of physical properties of the test

system and to cla-rify the mechanism which is cousing the charge separa-

Ltion,

An apparatus was constructed in which liquids were atomized in an air

atomizing nozzle o[ the painters spray gun type. The spray was dir-

ected against a target. The target was grounded through a micro-

nincrodmmcter. Charging of the aerosol by :I,'pactjon with the target was

rionc a!; an olectric ,urreat flowing to or from ground through the ammneter.

Lqitquido; were tiprayed at 10 cc/main. and aihr pressure was held at 40 psi

except: where otherwise idicated.

It was recognizemI that some charging would occur during atomization

and all of the charge inmcasured would not be aotrributablle to impact

charging;. Itowewvr, a few experiments were made whre the charge due to

atomizating was evaluated separately. These indicated that charging

did occur during spraying but substantially greater charging was pro-

duced el,hen the spray was impacted against the target.

..8- Arthur D. Little, Inc,



MAximumi charging was exhibited when the plane of the target was per-

pendicular to the axis of the spray. The magnitude of the current was

dependent upon the spray nozzle-to-target spacing. Results for five

different liquids are shown in Figure 1. Note that the currents differ

by four orders of magnitude between the dioctylphthalate and kerosene

group and the acetonitrile, nitromethane and denimeralized water group6

There are two important differences between these groups. DOP and kero-

sene have low dielectric constants as well as low conductivity. Acetoni-

trile, nitromethane and denimeralized water have high dielectric con-

stants and are several orders of magnitude more conductive than DOP or

kerosene.

There is another strong indication that conductivity is important. Tap

water (high conductivity) gives lower currents than deuimeralized water

and freshly condensed stealn (very low conductivity) gives higher cur-

rents than denimeralized water.

Tue e--ut-L of chaugub iil air pLUbJuu waS of iHcutit. Results are

seen in Figure 2, where acetonitrile was impacted against an aluminum

target. A wide range of currents was encountered. When flow rate is

held constant and air pressure it; reduced, larger drops are formed.

Reduced charging might be attributed to increased drop size. Unfor-

tunately, drop size is not the only variable which changes with air

pressure. The velocity of the air ttream varies directly with air

pressure. Consequently, a spray droplet produced at lower pressure

would havP .lowor ldkno'f.e enorgy, There is addit:ional. evid.nce that

kinetic energy Li Important in the charging process. If we reexamine

the upper curves in Figure 1, we note that current falls with increasing

nozzle- o-target spacing., With increased spacing the drops wou 1 l also

have lower kinetic energy because of lower velocities caused by aero-

dynamic drap .

Subtitution of various target materials produced changes in charging,

sometimes reversing the polarity.

-9- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



FIGURE 1

MEý CHARGING CURRENT VS. NOZZLE-TO-TARGET SPACING

10f FOR DIFFERENT LIQUIDS
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We are intrigued with the performance depicted in Figure 1. It is

AL .certainly no accident that a difference in current of four orders of

magnitude exists. There is some mechanism which would explain this

significant difference and it is important that this charging mechanism

receive closer study. These first experiments have served well to

point out that liquid properties, target properties, geometrical

arrangement, etc.) are important in the charging process. However,

the experiment is far too complex to permit a suitable separation of

variables.

Based upon our results and a review of the literature, a second experi-

ment has been dcvioed6 A schematic of the apparatus is shown in

Figure 31

In this arrangement there is no air atomization and, consequently,

charging attributable to this factor will be eliminated. Furthermore,

it is possible to observe clonoly the droplet stream and the impact

area. This permits accurate size determinations and reveals details

of what happens at the time of the Impact, The charged ring near the

tip of the atomizer will he energized so a. to induce, neutral drops

rather than charged drops which would ordinarily be expected to form.

Charging will be evwluatcd by measuring the charging current or the

accumulation of charge in the collector. Charge per drop can then be

calculated from the known drop size and freqenncy,

Various liquids, target- materials, drop sizes, impact angles and drop

velocitics will be studied.

Some experiments have been conducted with this apparatus but without

the charged ring near the drop generator. This work indicated that

the .agnitudc of thc charge on the particle lea~ii, the dith ppCL Wdb

large compared to any charging which may have taken place at the time of

impact.

A
•12,'• Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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With the charged ring it is possible to reduce the charge on the drops

or reverse the polarity of the charge so at some intermediate setting

neutral drops must form,

Our review of the literature indicated that there are at present three

different theories which explain the charging of drops when they im-

pact on a solid surface. They are (1) a mechanical disruption of the

electric double iayer at the surface of a drop, (2) ind,.ictive charging

in the field of the contact potential of the solid surface, and. (3)

charging due to the existence of fluctuations in the ionic concentra-

tion within the drop as it is disrupted by the impaction. The

references are cited in Appendix A,-

The first theory assumcs thle existence of a double layer, The outer

layer of the charge is, for example, negative and extends from the

outer surface to a depth of the order of magnitude of 20 molecular

diameters. The positive layer extends to a similar depth below the

uute"' ,ni:. Litie ; tyors have no well-deained boundaries because st

the neutralizing effect of osmotic forces. In general, the character

of this diffused double layer is not well understood but it is quite

sure that it depends heavily on the liquid, the ionic concentration,

and the liquid interface (liquid-metal., liquid-air, etc.). The droplet

charging is said to result when a larger drop strikes the surface and

is broken up. According to the theory, the umaller dropleto which are

torn from the outer surface. of the original drop will contLin more of

the outer layer and will, be charged negatively. Ilhe larger droplet

will be positive.

The second theory invokea the use of the contact potential of a material.

It is well known that at the surface of a solid material there is n

potential a few volts different from ground. This potential results in

an electric field extending a short distance out from the rolid, When

-14- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



a drop breaks up in the presence of this field, the resulting droplets

are said to become inductively charged. This mechanism is clearly

closely related to the diffused double layer theory. The field of

the contact potential is bound to modify or, in fact, create a dif-

fused double layer in the liquid. The difference, however, is that

the double layer theory looks to the solid surface merely as a means

of disruption and hence needs no contact potential while the contact

potential theory requires no previous separation of ions.

The fluctuational theory is based on the idea that random fluctua-

tions in the ionic concentration within a drop will result in some

portions of the drop having a net positive charge and other portions

a net negative charge. Thus, when the drop is broken up certain of the

droplets will be charged plus and certain minus.

At the present time, none of these mechanisms are well understood and

there is a great deal of disagreement as to which of these theories

is operative in impact charging. It is possible that all three are

operative but then the question is which is dominant. All the three

theories are almost wholly qualitative and the data which are avail-

able are contradictory.
I

The paper by Gill and Alfrey supports the contact potential

theory and rejects the double-layer theory as an unnecessary complica-

tio,. In their experiment, they broke up a water drop with an air

blast and blew it againrt the plate of an electrometer. The result

was a net charging oE the plate which they point out is explained by

the contact p oti~ntial but not by the double layer.

In support of the double-layer theory is the work reported by Guest2

which shows that in the splashing of water the negative charge comes

off as small drops (or possibly ions), while the positive charge

comes off as bigger drops. The double-layer theory is also supported
3 4

by Bikeran 3 and Harper 4

-15- Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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The paper by Natanson5 strongly suggests the fluctuational theory. He

developed a mathematical model of what the character of the charge

should be when using a spray from a bubbler. His experimental results

are very close to the theory. Dodd6 in similar work believes that the

double-layer theory can apply only to drops below 10 centimeters in

diameter but not to the drops studies by him and Natanson which are in

the low 10-4 centimeter ranget

The confusion in this field seems to be from lack of good clean ex-

periments and the fact that everyone is trying to explain his own ex-

periments in terms of one theory. The truth may reside in the fact

that all three mechanisms are operative but to varying degrees in dif-

ferent experiments. The results of Natanson and Dodd gave little

question that the fluctuational theory was a measurable phenomenon, but

it cantiot expla:in the work of Gill and Alfrey. Observations of the

tendency of big dropp to be positive and small ones negative in spray-

ing experiments is difficult to explain except in terms of the double-

layei theory.

The conclusion that can be drawn from all of this is that more work is

needed.

-16- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



Sp IV. CHARGE ON A VOLATILE PARTICLE

Two experimental approaches were made in an attempt to deterimine the

fate of charge on a volatile drop. In one case a charged droplet was

located on an insulating fiber pendulum in an electric field. The goal

was to observe the drop while it evaporated and compute the charge at

any time from the displacement of the pendulumb In practice the charge

on the pendulum itself was found to dominate the experimental results

so as to obscure the effect of the drop charge on pendulum displacementf

An alternative experiment was devised where charged water drops were

allowed to fall through airl The initial charge and mass of the drops

were measured and the charge and mass at the conclusion of their fall

were measured, Because of their charge the falling drops disperied con-

siderably and spread over a wide area on the collecting surface. Since

it was necessary to collect all of the drops it was required that their

trojectory be hept reasonably short to minimize the dispersion. This

dictated that the time interval be short. Several sets of measurements

were made but it was not possible to achieve a time interval long enough

to really see what was happening.

Preliminary experiments indicate that a third technique has an excellent

chance of achieving success, This is one where a charged drop is sus-

pended in an electric field in a Millikan oil drop type experiment. The

movement of the drop in the field is obsCevcd. By proper control of the

polarity and magnitude of the field a given drop can be caused to hover

for extended periods. It can be observed while It evaporates. Drop

charge .can be determined if one observes the electric field, drop size

and drop density.

I
-17- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



V V. EFFECT OF CHARGE ON THE VAPOR PRESSURE, OF SMALL LIQUID DROPLETS

The surface tension of a liquid droplet generates a compressive force

which raises the pressure on the concave side of a liquid surface

according to the relationship

2y
r

where p is the excess pressure in the liquid droplet, y is the surface

tension and r is the droplet radius.

This excess pressure gives rise to an increase in the equilibrium

vapor pressure of the liquid. For small droplets where the excess

pressure is greatest, the largest increase in vapor pressure above that

for a plane surface is achieved. The incredse in vapor pressure is ex-

pressed by the following relationship

S]nP 2y (

where P is the vapor pressure over a plane surface, P is the vapor

pressure over the curved surface, (0 is the density of the liquid, M

is tho molecular weight of the liquid, T is the absolute temperature,

and 1g is the gas constant.

If the droplet possesous a surface charge, electrical pressures must
2y

be considered and the equation is no longer valid. The term (-- ) must
r

be modified to reflect the electrical pressure which is given by the

followi' g relationship:

iP
2

where 1)e is the electrical pressure and F is the electric field at the

-i8- Arthur D. Little, Inc.



Sa surface. Since this pressure is directed radially outward, it must be

subtracted from the surface tension pressure term. The corrected form

of the equation for the case of a charged droplet is:

Pn~ 2v F2  M

In p - (L-- - 2

0P r 1 ,R

The magnitude of the terms of equation are give2 in Table II for water

drops of various sizes. The electrical term ( ) is evaluated for a

potential gradient of 30,000 volts per centimeter which is the usually

stated breakdown value for air. It is seen that the electrical term

is two orders of magnitude less than the surface tension .erm for a 75P

diameter drop and several orders of magnitude less for smaller drops.

One might hastily conclude that the electrical effect is of little con-

sequence. This is definitely not the case.

We have found in our work that much higher potential gradients occur

than that stated maximum. For example, a 37.5 micron (radius) water

droplet can be charged until there is an electric. field at its surface

of 300,000 volts per centimeter. For this condition the electrical
4

pressure term becomes 4xl0 . Note that this is exactly equivalent to

the surface tension pressure term given in Table II for this size drop.

A water drop of 50 micron radius can be charged until the electric field

at the surface is 275,000 volts/cm. The electrical pressure term in

this case is also just equivalent to the surface tension term.

Similarly a 10 micron radius DOP drop can be charged to 425,000 volts

per cm which also equals tiw excess pressure in the drop due to Sur~face

tens ion..

-19- Arthur D. Little; lnc..



TABLE II
EFFECT OF SURFACE TENSION AND CHARGE ON THE VAPOR PRESSURE OVER LIQID DROPLETS

(Calculated and Experimental)

Drop F2
Radius r- in P-

(microns) r (cPa PO(ca]lculated

based upon
30,000 volts/cm
or 100 ESV/cm)

0.01 1.4 x 100 4 x 102 0.1 1.15

0.1 1.4 x 074 x 102 0.01 1.01

9

10.0 14 x 105 4 x I0' 0.0001 1.0001

37.5 4 x 10i 4 x 102 0.00003 1100003

50.0 3 x 10 x 102 0.00002 1.00002

37,5 4 x 104 4x 101
(experimenntal)

50.0 3 x 104 3 x 104

(expenrimental)

-20- Arthur D. Little, Inc.
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Note in Table II that for large drops the surface tension term is

"small and the vapor pressure over the liquid drop is essentially the

same as over a plane surfacet Since the electrical term cannot get

larger than the surface tension term, the vapor pressure cannot be

made lower than that over a plane surface.

There is no doubt that vapor pressure of small drops can be reduced

by charging the drops. In the limiting case the equilibrium vapor

pressure of the charged drop is exactly equal to the equilibrium vapor

pressure over the plane surface. The extent of the effect depends en-

tirely upon the properties of the liquid in question, Since surface

tension and molecular weight arn subject to wide variations between

liquids, the vapor pressure increase over a curved surface is also

variable. Those liquids which show large increases in vapor pressure

will show the largest reduction in vapor jirLsurY wheni charged.
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VI. FUTURE WORK

During the next quarter we plan to continue studies on the charging of

aerosols. The revised experimental technique of Figure 3 will be util-

ized to study impact charging. We will look at such variables as parti-

cle size, liquid properties, target materials, and cuutact angle.

We will continue to pursue the problem of 'Aiarge on a volatile particle.

We plan to use a Millikan oil drop type experiment, where charged vola-

"tile drops will be hold in space for extended periods of time by the use

*-f ulJetrostatic fields. With this technique we hope to determine what

happens to the charge on a volatile drop.

Experiments with the behavior of water drops show that whether or not

two colliding drops coalesce depends very much on the electrical charge

on the water drops and on the clectric fieldi It is pvobably that

aerosol particles of organic liquids behave in a similar way. Studies

on the coagula!tion or bounce-off of two drops are of intevest in.L tLat

they are applicable to the stability of an aerosol cloud. We plan to

initiate work cr. the coagulation of charged particles during the next

quarter,
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Static Electricity in Nature and Industry
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4. W. R. Harper
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Theory of Contact Electrification
Jl. of Appl. Phys., 1953, Supplament No. 2, pp. 51-55
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Survey of Generation and Dissipation of Static Electricity
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